31 new students business owners at the UPPA

From June 25, 2020 to July 23, 2020

The committee in charge of ruling over the attribution of the national status of students business owners (Statut National Etudiant Entrepreneur SNEE), granted by PEPITE ECA (Entrepreneurship Campus Aquitaine), took place on June 25th, 2020, in Pau and on the Basque Coast.

As a result, starting from September 2020, 31 students will benefit from both the individual and collective support system set up by the UPPA as well as an access to one of the two student incubator associated with the university: EntrePau, located in Hélioparc in Pau, and Arkinova, in Anglet. Altogether, 23 projects will be followed in Pau and eight on the Basque coast.

Among these new students business owners, almost half are undergraduate students and eight are about to graduate.

This promotion will be completed by the future candidates who will be presenting themselves to the committee, either in October or in January, according to PEPITE’s national calendar of attribution.